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We Prepare All Necessary Services for Your Crypto Project 

and Exchanges in the Best Way and Solve Your Problems
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Services
Provided

Blockchain Consulting
We are a blockchain consultancy and development firm headquartered in Istanbul, focused on devel-
oping next-generation applications using blockchain and smart contract technology. We offer advice 
on the strategic application of blockchain technology based on a comprehensive analysis of your 
company profile as you develop your ideas. We will evaluate the potential of blockchain technology in 
your company and discuss optimization possibilities with you.

       Strategic planning
       Blockchain Architecture (Hyperledger, MultiChain, Corda)
       Blockchain Database Solution (ZincirDB)
       Developer Training
       Executive Education

Token Marketing
       Prize Campaign
       Digital Marketing
       Public Relations
       Community Management



Token Development
Token Contract
Mass Selling Agreement
Security Audit
Contract Distribution

Token Distributions
Listing on the Exchange
Corporate Partnerships
Regional representation
Legal / Accountin

NFT Services
NFT Marketplace Software
NFT Marketplace Setup
Ethereum Based NFT Marketplace Setup
Solana Based NFT Marketplace Setup
NFT Token Issue
Access smart contract, stake system, DAPP services, all Web 3.0 services required for your NFT sales at 
the most professional and affordable prices.

Cryptocurrency Exchange Software
Cryptocurrency Exchange Software
Cryptocurrency Exchange Setup
Centralized Cryptocurrency Exchange Setup
DEX Setup

Blockchain Development
We provide you with the programming of scalable and distributed applications and custom-built 
protocols. We also support your existing company network throughout the entire process of integrat-
ing and adapting blockchain technology.
Integration with blockchain
Smart Contract Development
Wallet / Explorer
Analyzes

Our Vision
It is our greatest vision to reveal the potential of blockchain technology and take it further. 
At Blockchain Consulting, we develop, maintain and evaluate blockchain and crypto related products 
and web services, and provide long-term assistance and advice on relevant technological and opera-
tional issues for our partners worldwide.

https://metapplay.com/   https://twitter.com/drovertoken   https://lovely.finance/



Web3.0
Technologies

We start by conducting a comprehensive audit 
to learn as much as possible about your current 
social position. You’ll receive a detailed report of 
the findings, including strengths, weaknesses, 
and opportunities for growth.

Audit & Report

Smart contract
Staking system
Dapp services
We do all the necessary web3 operations for NFT 
drawing and sales

Marketing
Services

With detailed insight into your current position 
and audience, our team gets to work developing 
a data-driven roadmap that will propel you 
towards your goals on social media.

Data-Driven Roadmap



We execute on the strategy, ensuring consistent 
content publication that keeps your audience 
engaged and ensures your brand remains top of 
mind.

Strategy Execution

We’re never completely satisfied. It’s the reason 
why we’re constantly testing to see what’s 
working and what’s not, refining to make the 
necessary adjustments, and optimising to 
ensure you receive maximum ROI.

Test, Refine, Optimise

Let us connect you with the influencers who’ll 
deliver the best ROI for your business based on 
data and our extensive experience.

Influencer Match-Making

We’ve built excellent rapport with many influ-
encers and always work collaboratively — keep-
ing you involved — to ensure the best outcomes.

Influencer Management

Leave it to our knowledgeable experts to negoti-
ate influencer contracts, which outline the 
relationship and give you all requisite legal 
protections.

Influencer Contracts

We benefit from organic and 
effective groups in the Turkish 
market.

Calls and
Community Groups



Web Software
& Design

We understand
our customers well.
We are working on a plan. We 
complete it on time as promised. 
We take a wide range of business 
seriously, from personal web 
pages to e-commerce sites. We 
are adding new ones to hundreds 
of web pages in our portfolio.

This structure brings
you together with
the world market.
It is the easiest and most 
economical way to own a store 
wherever your customers can 
reach 24 hours a day, shop elec-
tronically and have internet. This 
structure, where there is no 
personnel and rental expense, 
brings you together with the 
world market. We provide contin-
uous support with our thought-
fully stepped designs and techni-
cal infrastructure.

We provide fast
solutions.
With Corporate Mobile Software 
and Mobile Applications, we 
provide fast solutions to all the 
innovations you need and enable 
you to reach millions of mobile 
users.

We are implementing
software applications.

We are implementing software 
applications that will increase 
your productivity in your work-
place, saying, “How much would 
it make our job easier if there was 
a software like this”. Identifying 
your problem on the spot; We 
develop and implement solu-
tions. We make it easier for you to 
use the software by providing the 
necessary training. So we tap into 
the magic wand and streamline 
your workflow.



Social Media
Services

Social Media Usage

As it is known today, the rate of social media 
usage is increasing day by day. As in most 
countries of the world, the use of social 
media is preferred more than traditional 
media such as television, newspaper and film 
in Turkey.

Among the reasons why social media is preferred too much;

     Social media channels are more accessi-
ble to users than all other media channels. 

Social media can be used uniquely by 
everyone. Traditional media, on the other 

hand, is generally under control.

Social media is more dynamic than traditional media. Shares and comments on social media can be 
intervened immediately.

Social media is completely free. Each user 
and each company can freely share their 

information in their own field. The biggest 
reason why it is preferred so much is that 
everyone can express themselves freely.

Instagram Services
SEO Services (Digital Marketing)

TikTok Services
Facebook Services

Twitter Services ( Trend Topics )
YouTube Services
Telegram Services



Television Ads

Let the target audience learn about special days or seasonal campaigns by preparing TV 
advertisement spots.
By broadcasting your advertisement on an effective medium such as television, ensure that 
the targets you set in marketing strategies are realized in a short time.

Your Marketing Goals Do It ASAP
01

     Reach your goals with TV spot ads that reflect the features of your product, are informa-
tive and can deliver your message to the target audience in a short time.
     Easily increase product and brand awareness by accurately determining the time your 
target audience spends in front of television.
     TV Advertising Spots.
     Explain the prominent features of your brand's products in the shortest time and in the 
most effective way with TV advertisement spots.
     Share seasonal campaigns, the difference of your product from competing brands, and 
seasonal deals with your target audience.
     Contact Volans to describe your products in the most
accurate way and to prepare impressive
TV advertisement spots!

With TV Advertising Spots Reach
Your Target Audience02



In order for your planning to be 
effective and accurate, you should 
transparently share your budget 
with your advertising agency. This 
point is important so that you can 
prepare a media planning that fits 
your budget and target audience.

Budget Planning

TV8 int, EuroD, ATV Europe and 
Beinsports in Europe

TV channels we
work with03 04

Reference
https://lovely.finance/

Work Examples

https://twitter.com/Lovely_finance/status/1558584577123266560
https://twitter.com/Lovely_finance/status/1558490192612192256

https://twitter.com/Lovely_finance/status/1558210769426079744
https://twitter.com/Lovely_finance/status/1557338699490213894
https://twitter.com/Lovely_finance/status/1557092319958306817



VC,IDO &
LAUNCHPADS
In order for your planning to be effective and accurate, you should transparently share your budget with 
your advertising agency. This point is important so that you can prepare a media planning that fits your 
budget and target audience.

AUDIT & KYC
We offer one of the best audit services you can get; 
With an experienced group of developers who use 
every tool and personal knowledge to list the flaws in 
your smart contract and present the results in the 
most investor friendly audit report.

Trust is one of the key elements to gain success in 
crypto world and best way to gain trust is having your 
KYC done by a trusted institution.

A M A
G R O U P S



CEX & DEX
LISTINGS

Why should projects 
work with us instead of 
contacting the exchange 
directly?

The exchange will respond for a long time, and 
even if the listing is approved, it will be very 
long.
We list our clients without a queue and for the 
lower price than the official.

What are the guarantees 
of listing?

In most cases we can guarantee the successful 
listing because we have a direct partnership 
with the head management of exchanges.
With all of our clients we sign agreements and 
connect them with the head management of 
exchanges for signing of a direct contract.

What additional benefits 
does the projects get 
while works with us?

Projects get all additional pairs for free on 
exchanges, free fee accounts, the free listing 
announcement on the main page of an 
exchange and banner, direct connection with 
the head management of exchanges

It successfully passes all verifications in an objective and impartial manner in all the listings we make.
You can verify my username(@Cryptooasiss)on www.bitmart.com/verification/en



CEX Listing



Our Partners

Dex Listing



REFERENCES


